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IDLS2021 News

Halifax Convention Centre, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada
The Summit Level

This year’s Symposium will take place in the Halifax
Convention Centre. It was chosen because of its flexible
and contained spaces as well as being in a central
location.
It is a brand new building, having only been opened in
2017

The 3-day Masterclasses, the 101 courses and Training
Day courses will all take place on the Summit Level.

Halifax, Nova Scotia

The Symposium takes place across three areas of the
Convention Centre.

Argyle Suite

Many places were considered for the 2021 Symposium,

Sponsoring
the Meet
and
Greet
Reception
including Seattle, Dayton
and Calgary,
but the
decision
was made to choose Halifax because of the new and
name
and logo
inthefront
befor
flexible conference
space,
fact thatof
wedelegates
would have
exclusive hire of the upper floors of the venue, and that
underway.
the Royal Canadian Navy’s Maritime Forces Atlantic is

The Sessions will take place in the Argyle Suite, and our
contained area starts on this level.

headquartered in Halifax, which is home to the 18 ships
and submarines of the Canadian Atlantic Fleet and the
Canadian Forces Base Halifax.

The package includes, amongst others be
Symposium Delegate ticket, your Compan
In order to get to
know your
this year’s
hosting city a little
reception
and
Corporate
logo featurin
better, each month we will be giving you a few facts
about the city, inand
a smallon
feature
weevent
are calling...
handbook
the
website.

The Ballroom

The full list of benefits can be found on pa
with the cost and the deadline for securin

HALIFACTS

“The Halifax to Dartmouth
ferry service is the oldest
continually operational
saltwater ferry in service in
North America”
“People from
Halifax are known
as Haligonians”

The exhibition hall will be in the ballroom. This is a 30,000
square foot column-free space with 24-foot ceilings and a
reinforced floor and gives us the room and space we
need to provide a first class exhibition arena.
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Planning for IDLS2021
Planning for any IDLS is a major undertaking, but this year
is more challenging than normal.

■

We know from the virtual event feedback that the majority
of those who replied wanted to see a return to the physical
event, also a small percentage of individuals were
interested in the option of a hybrid event.

■

It is worth noting that NTDLS has been cancelled and both
Viasat and Curtiss-Wright are running virtual workshops in
March and June, respectively.

□
□
□
□

The good news is that IDLS is not until November and we
now have a range of vaccines that are being approved and
rolled out around the world. While this takes time and there
are no guarantees, we are confident that we will be able to
have a great and in person event.

■
■

■

A more developed training programme
Improving the Exhibitor Showcase
Improving the delegate experience
Adding some networking features to the
event

If you are submitting an abstract for IDLS2021, please
indicate if you would be able to deliver your presentation
virtually if required and, as we fully expect to be in Nova
Scotia, would you be happy for your presentation to be
streamed live.

With this backdrop, I wanted to share with you some of the
thinking around our current planning for 2021 in Halifax,
Canada.
■

frame.
We have spoken to the venue, and we have the option
of adding live streaming from the main session room.
We learnt a lot from last year’s virtual event, and we
know that if must go virtual, we can develop the
set up to include:

I know this article may generate questions, and I hope to
have more defined answers for you in the next newsletter.

Fortunately, IDLS takes place in November, so we have
more time to plan.
We are monitoring the situation on vaccine roll out and
travel corridors.
We are talking to the officials in Halifax to understand
the situation on the ground, their plans and those of
Nova Scotia in terms of travel restrictions and the need
for travelers to have had vaccines.
We are thinking that if an onsite Event Planning Day is
to take place it will not be until the June/July time

If you would like us to address any specific questions,
please contact the events team and equally if you have any
bright ideas, that you would like to share the events team
would like to hear from you.
Emma Jane Taylor
Head of Secretariat.

IDLS2021 Call for presentations
■
■

New Standards
New Datalinks – UCI & Open System

These presentations, which should be no more than 30
minutes long (including questions and answers), will be
delivered during the plenary sessions.
If you wish to submit a presentation for consideration,
please contact the IDLSoc Secretariat as soon as possible
at events@idlsocweb.org.

We are looking for presentations on current issues of
interest, including relevant aspects of research, practice
and application.

An abstract of 300 to 1,000 words containing details of the
subject you wish to address and the point(s) you wish to
make, must be submitted by 8 March 2021. A short list of
candidates will be selected based on the content of the
abstracts.

There are many suitable topics within the TDL field that
would make for interesting and enlightening presentations.
However, if you are finding it difficult to focus on a
particular topic you may find the below list of possible
subjects of use.
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Potential presenters will then be asked to submit a draft
presentation by 17 May 2021. This draft should be close to
final presentation quality and should contain complete
structure and textual content. If any of the graphics/videos
that you plan to use in your final presentation are not
available, please indicate where they will appear in your
final presentation. The Technical Committee will be using
reviewing these to select the conference presentations.

Crypto Modernization
Mesh Architectures
Gateways
The Sunset Period of Link 11
Link 16 Frequency Requirement
NATO transferring from Link 1 to JREAP Charlie
Using LK16 to drive UAVs
C2 to control drones

Everyone will be informed of the results of the selection
process by 14th June 2021.
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IDLS2021 Exhibitor Packages
The IDLS2021 Exhibitor packages are similar to those
offered in previous years. The package colour denotes the
amount of floorspace an exhibitor is given. In addition each
level gets a number of Individual Registrations and the ‘+’
indicates that there are more delegate tickets included.

A Bronze+ Package
includes

A Gold Package includes
■
■
■

■
■

■
■
■
■

Twelve IDLS2021 delegate tickets
6m by 9m exhibit space for your stand
One exclusive-use meeting room with boardroom-style
layout (please note, audio-visual and catering are not
included
Four promotional videos
Four data sheets

A Bronze Package includes
■
■
■
■

A Silver+ Package includes
■
■
■
■

■
■
■
■

Four IDLS2021 delegate tickets
3m by 3m exhibit space for your stand
One promotional video
Two data sheets

Two IDLS2021 delegate tickets
3m by 3m exhibit space for your stand
One promotional video
One data sheet

Eight IDLS2021 delegate tickets
6m by 6m exhibit space for your stand
Three promotional videos
Three data sheets

All of these packages offer marketing opportunities
including company logos posted on the event website and in
the Society monthly newsletter, corporate flyers in welcome
packs, corporate videos and data sheets in the exhibitor
online showcase and visibility in our social media channels.

A Silver Package includes

There is also the option to have a Standard Package, which
is simply a 3m by 3m exhibit floor space.
There are two prices available for each package – Corporate
Member and Non Corporate Member.

Six IDLS2021 delegate tickets
6m by 6m exhibit space for your stand
Two promotional videos
Two data sheets

Corporate Member Rate
Package

Fee

Gold

Silver +

$33,850.00 $23,475.00 $19,652.00

Non-Corporate Member Rate
Package
Gold
Silver +

Fee

Silver

Silver

$41,000.00 $28,000.00 $23,750.00
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Bronze +

Bronze

Standard

$18,560.00

$13,101.00

$9,280.00

Bronze +

Bronze

Standard

$22,500.00

$16,000.00

$11,500.00

IDLS2021 Exhibitors
We would like to thank the following companies who have already signed up to
exhibit at IDLS2021.

Silver +

Silver

IDLS2021 Sponsorship
Sponsorship of the event is great way to help companies
gain more exposure in the lead up to and during the
event, especially if exhibiting is a little outside of your
budget.
There will be the normal sponsorship opportunities at
IDLS2021 including.
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Name Badges & Lanyards
Bags
Meet and Greet
Networking Packages
Morning Coffee each day
Lunch each day
Afternoon Tea each day

Sponsorship Spotlight

A great way Sponsoring
to get your
seen early
thebusiness
Meet and name
Greet Reception
is a at
great way to get you
the event is to sponsor the Name Badges and
name
and
logo
in
front
of
delegates
before
the
Lanyards. Some of the benefits of sponsoring the Symposium gets
underway.
lanyards include:

Sponsorship starts from as little as $500 all the way up to
$10,000 and covers a range of opportunities.

■
■

The events team are happy to discuss the listed
opportunities and anything that may not be listed. Please
contact the IDLSoc Secretariat via events@idlsocweb.org
for more information.

■

The package
includes,
amongstlogo
others benefits, one complimentar
Event Lanyards
display
company
Symposium
Delegate ticket,
Company sign displayed during t
Company
acknowledgement
in your
the monthly
newsletter
reception and your Corporate logo featuring in the Symposium
Company
acknowledgement
the Symposium
handbook
and on the eventinwebsite.
handbook

The full list of benefits can be found on page 3 of the brochure alon
Please contact the IDLSoc Secretariat via
with the cost and
the deadline
for securing this opportunity.
events@idlsocweb.org
for more
information.
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Corporate News

NCS Link 16 Courses
Link 16 Crash Courses (Topic Specific
Webinars)

Link 16 Training Course Upgrades

Make the most of your Work-from-Home time with tailored
Link 16 training opportunities. If you don’t have the time or
desire to take a complete Link 16 course, or maybe you
want to learn about the latest Link 16 upgrades, why not
try a Link 16 “Crash Course”. Our “Crash Courses” are topic
specific webinars that focus on a single topic or area in the
form of a short webinar (1-4 hours).

NCS spent the holidays doing more than wrapping
presents and eating too much, we also had our heads
down upgrading our most popular courses. While our
training courses are already rich in graphics, and every
topic thoroughly explained, we wanted to freshen things
up a bit, to include how we teach new and advanced
capabilities (e.g., Enhanced Throughput, Concurrent MultiNetting, Concurrent Contention Receive, Network Enabled
Weapons, etc.). The courses listed below have all been
upgraded.

All of our training has been delivered online since February
2020. Take advantage of our user-friendly training platform
to experience classroom quality training from the
convenience of your home office.

■
■
■
■
■
■

Crash Course Topics Include:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Introduction to MIDS Baseline Upgrade-2
Understanding Link 16 Enhanced Throughput
(comprehensive description)
CMN-4 Concurrent Multi-Netting / Concurrent
Contention Receive (comprehensive description)
Joint Range Extension Applications Protocol
Network Enabled Weapons
Functional Input/Output Messages, Bus Input/Output
Messages, and MIDS/JTRS Platform Types Simplified
Introduction to Network Planning
Introduction to Network Design
Other topics available upon request

Link 16 Intermediate
Link 16 Advanced
Link 16 Network Enabled Weapons
Link 16 for Engineers (with System Integration)
MIDS Baseline Upgrade-2 and MIDS JTRS Capabilities
Coalition Interface Control Officer

All of our training courses have been delivered online since
February 2020, to include advanced hands-on training
courses (e.g., Coalition Interface Control Officer).
For more information about any of our training courses,
visit www.network-centric.com or email director@networkcentric.com.

Restrictions Apply: Participation is restricted. ID
Verification is required.
For more information, contact Patrick Pierson via email at
director@network-centric.com.

Viasat Data Links Working Group

an exciting first-ever virtual event.

Curtiss-Wright’s Annual TCG
Users Group (TUG)

While we have missed
seeing our data links
community in person
over the last year, we
hope to see you online
for what is sure to be

Save the Date: June 8th to 10th, 2021
Curtiss-Wright is pleased to
announce we will be taking our
annual users group virtual this
year. As in previous years, our
three-day program will consist of informative
presentations, product line briefings, and software
demonstrations conducted by tactical data link experts
using Curtiss-Wright’s TCG products.

Join us March 2 - 4 from anywhere around the globe as we
bring the Viasat Data Links Working Group event to you.
Much like our normal in-person event, this year's VDLWG
provides you with unique opportunities to connect with the
community through informative and interactive
presentations as well as a chance to network with fellow
attendees and presenters. In these unprecedented times, it
is more important than ever to stay connected and up to
date with other data links professionals.

For more information about the event, please visit our
website www.curtisswrightds.com/tcg or email us at TEWWebInfo@curtisswright.com.

Registration is complimentary but required for
participation. Visit our event website to save your
spot today: https://bit.ly/2M9xXjy
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IDLSoc Newsletter - Content
Request

Corporate Membership
We would like to thank CURTISS-WRIGHT for renewing
their Society corporate membership.

We are looking at publishing more technical articles in the
IDLSoc newsletter.

For more information about becoming a Corporate
Member of IDLSoc please click here.

There is a rich seam of topics within the data links field that
we have not yet covered and would make for interesting and
enlightening articles.
We would be interested in articles of around 500 to 1500
words and based on current issues of interest, including
relevant aspects of research, practice and application.
The IDLSoc newsletter readership includes industry,
government, academia and individuals within the data links
community, so please bear this in mind when submitting
your proposal.
If you have a topic you would to submit, please email your
proposal to editor@idlsocweb.org.

IDLSoc Membership

There are many benefits to becoming a member of the
International Data Links Society, and any data link user,
customer, manager, policy maker, technical adviser,
support agent or supplier are eligible for membership with
the Society.
Benefits include:
Access to the only dedicated network for Data
Links professionals providing a great opportunity
to connect with others across the wider Data
Links community.

SAVE THE DATE

Access to hundreds of Data Links related
documents and files.
The opportunity to attend Chapter events, and to
get priority booking at IDLSoc events.
Every year IDLSoc holds a Symposium, and as a
member you get a special discounted fee for
attendance.
The current individual one year subscription fee is
US$75.00 and you can apply online.
Society staff will vet your application for eligibility and
once approved, you will be sent at ID to login to the
website and pay for your membership.

HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA

HALIFAX CONVENTION CENTRE

01 - 04 NOVEMBER
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